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Tornado engine is constructed in a simple and cheap parts, but one of best invention in

human history. Engine that does not use fuel to ever before, that can create a huge energy in

typhoons and tornadoes is proven, it is also common sense.

Budget that has been spent on research and development of fast breeder reactors and

nuclear fusion will also be several trillion yen. It is because eventually they wanted to obtain energy

to trying to develop even invest such a large sum of money. Even if successfully developed, it is very

dangerous, construction costs are also enormous, size reduction is impossible, and is not to be the

familiar industrial products. Its value is inferior beyond comparison than tornado engine. Tornado

engine is worth more than a few trillion yen in relatively. Development costs and worth of invention

is not proportional. Aircraft now has become a huge industry, but the gist of the invention is merely

thought the shape of the wing.

Rocket takes too much cost, and there is a risk of dangerous explosion. It passed about

fifty years fromApollo went to the moon, although rocket not progressed almost technically. Even if

progress no matter how rocket technology future, rocket should not be in the vehicle to use for

ordinary people travel. Rather than continue the rocket technology, is it better to the next innovation.

By mounting tornado engine for industrial products such as consumer electronics and

automobiles, others that are not mounted it will not be counter. It is the same thing as unstoppable

momentum when you assault the tornado, tornado engine has the potential to renew the existing

system.

It's certainly innovative product is a threat to people with vested interests. I am also know

that there was a attempt to try to prevent by illegal, but human beings are even trying to somehow

solve the global warming problem. It was in trouble that anyone could not find any effective solution.

And I have found the best solution with difficulty. If they are trying to prevent it, do they want to

ruin the human race? No, people who want to ruin the human race will not be one person. Eventually

all of the people are standing on my side.

It is considered to be a traitor if trying to be suddenly right in the wrong organization that
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has continued to be. If the self-cleaning action works, the traitor's opinion pass through but traitor is

purged in rigid organization. Not dare can have many people wishing to fix inside is a common

feature of the universal organization. It doesn't matter what anything to do in organization not

influence to others, but there is a problem in organization that continues to release the wrong

influence to the outside as the source of infection of infectious diseases. Since the self-cleaning

effect on the rigid organization can not be expected, there is no choice but to do with the outside the

organization in order to correct. Many people inside of the rigid organization are also actually wants

to correct. If you have to do things like poke a beehive they come to fight back fiercely, so it is better

"Let it be". They will recover the self-cleaning action if eventually time has elapsed. Galileo was

repression, but it is the same as he was subsequently approved. I am a individualist to respect the

freedom basically. I have thought always not want to say uncalled things. The past can not be

changed. If better future, so be nice I think.

Tornado engine V3 is a patent application already (October 3, 2014 application) in Japan.

The patent not yet examination request and, although not patented, and has certain rights alone filed.

Other companies may be subject to injunction of selling future if manufacture and sell tornado

engine. Therefore companies can not manufacture and sell tornado engine without permission of our

company (Gravity Engineering Corporation).

Still might have remained little resistance of illegal interfere with the practical application

of the tornado engine, but there is not significant barriers like to build a nuclear power plant.

Tornado engine is desirable to put into practical use for public benefit as soon as possible. It is

particularly beneficial to people in developing countries where electricity is not progressing. It can

also be a lush oasis in the desert area. However, we are not able to correspond to the global demand

since our company scale is too small. We want to give priority to public interest than our earnings.

So while attaching conditions, we would like to license the manufacture and sale of tornado engine

at no charge. Someone had to say I will not be sequential input of force, this free license also is one

of its kind. It will be free license not only free energy. And the conditions are as follows.

(1) Our company(Gravity Engineering Corporation) does not perform billing of some sort of fee for

use and sales injunction permanently to the corporation that manufactures and sells 10 or more units

of tornado engine within the period of August 31, 2016 from March 1, 2016.

(2) Sales forms not only as a single power generator, which incorporated into appliances such as

refrigerators and air conditioners and may be those incorporated in all industrial products such as

automobiles.

(3) It is preferable that the sales of the form has a power output terminal to reveal that it has a
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function as a generator.

(4) It is obliged to present evidence that was sold more than 10 units within this period of time if our

company had the inquiry.

(5) There is no need individual approval by our company when before and after of manufactures and

sells.

(6) Country of corporation that manufactured and sold is not limited.

(7) Our patent is not acquired the patent right only filed and prior application survey to have not. If

our patent compete with other patent, our company is not concerned.

(8) Should even the rights in the patent is transferred to other company, contract mentioned herein

must take over.

(9) Regarding to this patent, our company do not undertake any obligations such as guarantees and

explains.

As it is I am very happy if you could make up to spacecraft riding on momentum. And it

will be finally released from the long steep maze if happens.

Results obtained from the wrong idea is also wrong. Such a thing can not be obtained any

results even continue. So we could go to the moon 50 years ago, but now we can not. It's a matter of

course to fix the wrong thing. Nobody modify it, will be not improved. If not improved to become

like waits for death sitting. It's the exit of the maze that must pass through in any case. Wrong

common sense can go to overcome by the cooperation of people with wisdom.

The following is a pledge.
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